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Pilot tells of UFO so big that it made
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"-- "flu***! and received FAA perANCHORAGE, Alaska — A n™ion to take whatever evasive
veteran pilot whose sighting of an action was necessary to avoid the
unidentified flying object was con- on
UFO, which appeared for a time
firmed on radar screens said the on FAA and Air Force radar and
thing was so enormous that his
the radar screen in the cockpit
Japan Airlines cargo plane was of-JALflight1628.
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uunid?n- evening of Nov. 17 was revealed by
trfied objecte, smaller than his the FAA. Additional FAA data
Boeing 747, that did not appear on released Tuesday again confirmed
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government radar picked up
Terauchi. the cp-p.lot and the the object that Terauchi said
night _ engineer all told Federal followed his jumbo jet.
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Terauchi, a pilot for 29 years,
gahim that they saw UFO hghte.
said he briefly glimpsed the large
Hiey wereflyingparallel and _
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then suddenly approached very See UFO, Page A10

UFO: Pilot
says his 747
was dwarfed
From Page 1_
unknown object in silhouette, and
he said, "It was a very big one —
two times bigger than an aircraft
carrier."
Terauchi made a drawing of
the large UFO, looking something
like a giant walnut-shaped object,
with big bulges above and below a
wide, flattened brim.
The captain, who is stationed
in Anchorage with his family, was
flying from Iceland to Anchorage
United Piess imemationai
on a Europe-to-Japan flight when
the crew had its unexplained pilot Ken|u Terauchi provides sketches related to his reported UFO
encounter in clear weather over
Alaska.

sighting. Top: Lights appear almost in front of the plane; a closeup of
the lights is at right. Center: The UFO dwarfs Terauchi's Boeing 747'just

Terauchi said the three unidentified objects followed his jet
for 400 miles.
"It was unbelievable," he said,
acknowledging that some of his
colleagues have doubts about what
the crew saw.
FAA investigators who questioned the crew in Anchorage
concluded they were "normal, professional, rational, (and had) no
drug or alcohol involvement," the
report by FAA security manager
Jim Derry said. Crew cockpit
experience totals more than 46
years, the pilot said.
Terauchi said the crew was not
frightened but wanted to avoid
whatever was all lit up in their
night path: "We want to escape
from this."
That's why they went along
-.vith FAA directives to drop 4,000
feet and make turns - including a

to right ol the UFO. Bottom: The UFO first appears on the radar screen,
.
auchi said, "They were still follow-ing us."
He said the evasive maneuvers
were of no avail and the lights
stayed close — once appearing in
front of the cockpit. Radar showed
one close object.
Terauchi said he could not
explain the mysterious events that
have been partly confirmed by the
FAA and the Air Force, except to
speculate that he witnessed something of extraterrestrial origin of a
far more advanced technology.
He expressed amazement that
the objects moved so quickly and
stopped suddenly.
Terauchi referred to the objects •- -'-n two small ships and
:
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translator, Terauchi drew maps,
pictures and supplied technical
annotation to describe the ewenta
Asked why he thought UFO*
would tail his chartered cargo
plane, Terauchi laughed and jokingly replied: "We were carrying
Beaujolais, a very famous wine
made in France, Maybe they want
to drink it."
Asked if he was nervous, Ter&uchi replied, "No, I arn^ the
captain. I cannot be nervous.
t FAA flight control reports indicate the object stayed with JAL
Flight 1628 for at least 32 minutes,
Terauchi said he thought it waa
longer.
The flight controller directing
the JAL plane reported the object
n n his radar as close as five miles
' '
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UFO followed them, jet crew says
Object reportedly flew 'in formation' with JAL plane
ANCHORAGE, Alaska.(UPI) —
The crew of a Japan Air lines cargo jet claimed that a mysterious
UFO with flashing white and yellow strobe lights followed them
across the Arctic Circle en route
from Reykjavik, Iceland, to Tokyo.
The three-man crew radioed air
trafflc controUcrs in Anchorage,
reporting the huge UFO flying "In

The Incident occurred Nov. 17
but was not made public until a
news reporter queried the FAA.
Flight 1628 had left Reykjavik,
Hn\na over the North Pole to Tokyo with a stop in Anchorage. After the UFO sighting, it landed at
Anchorage International Airport,
and FAA Becurity manager Jim
Derry interviewed all three crewmen

.formation" with them, and the Air

AccordinB to the FAA account

Force conlirmed an object briefly
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tion Administration spokesman
Paul Steucke said Monday.
But, although the Air Force radar briefly picked up a second obJect, Steucke said, FAA controllers in Anchorage and Fairbanks
(Udnot
The 'strange sight reported by
the pilot, copilot and flight engineer of JAL Flight 1628 remains a
mystery.
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"They said they could not see
the shape, only the lights,
Steucke said pt the crew s account. "The lights Indicated to
them it may be a Urge aircraft or
a large something.
The white and yellow strobe
lights followed the Boeing 747 for
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50 miles. The crew estimated they
were 7 miles away. The lighting
was not normal aircraft-marking
pattern,
the crew reported,
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At 6:2S p m Steucke
' FAA
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c«"acted the Military Reglonai Operations Control Center
at Etaendorf Air Force Base in
Anchorage, and "we asked them II
tl,ey ^re receiving any radar returns."
The Air Force told the FAA It
"sav a second target (object) 8
miles away (from the JAL Jet),
but they contacted us a minute later and said they were no longer.;
receiving any radar return (of-*second object)," Steucke said. __
"At 6:32 the JAL pilot requestedand received permission for a <£*^
scent from 35,000 feet to 31,OOQ£_
Steucke said. Air controllers askvd;
if the lights were still there, and
were told, "It is descending in tocl"
ma tion."
-^
Four minutes later, the JAI7.
plane received permission for-a360-degree turn. Then, at €:39 p.mT
— 20 minutes after the lights wetC
first reported — the JAL crewmeitsaid they no longer saw the lighfiC
At 6:45 p.m., Fairbanks controC.
lers authorized a United Airlii££
northbound jet to make a 10-degree turn to better view the JAt
plane and asked the United crew;!!
it saw anything besides the Boeing
747. It did not. Nor did the JAL
crew see the lights again.
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Crew of cargo jet reports seeing mysterious flashing lights in sky
ANCHORAGE. Alaska (UPI) - The crew of a Japan Air
When the report was made to (he Air Route Traffic ConLines cargo jet says that a mysterious UFO with flashing trol Center at 6:19 p.m.. Stcucke said controllers tried 10
while and yellow strobe lights followed them across the locate the object on radar hut "were unable to confirm a
Arctic Circle en route from Reykjavik, Iceland, to Tokyo.
second target with our equipment. Our radar system picked
The three-man crew radioed air traffic controllers in An- up one target."
chorage, reporting the huge UFO flying "in formation" with
In other words, FAA controllers located only the JAL
them, and the Air Force confirmed an object briefly flew jumbo jet.
near the plane. Federal Aviation Administration spokesman
Al 6:26 p m steuckc said the FAA contacted the Military
Paul Steucke said Monday
Regional- Operations Control Center at Elmendorf Air Force
But. although the Air Force radar briefly picked up a Base in Anchorage, and "we asked them if thov were reccivsecond object, Steuckc said, FAA controllers in Anchorage jng anv ra( j ar returns"
the pi,, c^ot and flight
engineer of JAL Flight 1628 remainsj a mystery.
The incident occurred Nov 17 but was not earlier made
public until a news reporter queried the FAA.
Flight 1628 had left Reykjavik, flying over the North Pole
to Tokvo with 3 stop in Anchorage! Following the unidentifiod flying object sighting, the plane landed at Anchorage
International Airport and FAA security manager Jim DerFy
interviewed all lh7ee crewmen.
According to the FAA account, lights appeared only a mile
from the plane as it crossed the Arctic Circle about 30 miles
southeast of Fort Yukon,
"
"They said they could not see the shape, only the lights,"
Steucke said of the crew's account. "The lights indicated to
them it may be a large aircraft or a large something."
The while and yellow strobe lights followed the Boeing 747
for 50 miles. The crew estimated they were seven miles
away, and were not normal aircraft marking pattern.
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descending in format.on.
Four minutes later, the JAL plane received permission for
a 360-degree turn. Then, at 6:39 p.m. - 20 minutes after the
lights were first reported — the JAL crewmen said they no
.longer saw the lights.
At 6:45 p.m. Fairbanks controllers authorized a United
Airlines northbound jet to make a 10-dcgree turn to hotter
view the JAL plane and asked the United crew if it saw
anything besides the Boeing 747. It did not. Nor did the JAL
crew see the lights again.

HUGE SQUARE UFO
HOVERS NEAR CHURCH
BergenCountyNewJerseyhas
been the scene of numerous UFO
sightings over the years. One interesting sighting involved an
amateur astronomer and his family
while they were on their way to
church. The sighting began when
the three of them spotted a light in
the sky. It flashed red, yellow, and
blue in the night sky.
As the trio drove along high-

was hovering above us about 800
feet when we got out of the car. It
was about two or three houses
wide and two houses high. It was a
square shaped ship, not discshaped as most are reported to be.
I could see the entire ship, almost
see the metal itself."
The witnesses were excited
and amazed, but this is not the only
sighting in Bergen County. In

way 202, the light seemed to be

August 1957, a 16-year old boy

approaching them. By the time
they reached the church, the light
was overhead The daughter said
"It was very dramatic. I was a
doubting Thomas at the time
about these things, but this thing
.

spotted and photographed a UK)
in a field near Ramsey. In September 1962, eight witnesses saw a
UFO land in the Oradell Reservoir. Police switchboards lit up in
1963 when hundreds of residents
of Haclcr.ns;ick reported a red light

One of the more important
jjpo events of recent times happened in Bergen county near the
Wanaque Reservoir in Pompton
Lakes Many people watched a
iignt over ^e reservojr tnat flew
right
over che heacis of some ofthem. Military officials were called
in to take charge after a light beam
^s snot jown jnto the ice of ^
reservoir, melting the ice.
UFO sjghrings often repeaf {n
certain areas of the COunrryi buf

County officials were
wondering what atracts the strange
craft to their area. Maybe it is just a
new form of tourism

Bergen
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Jet crew
says UFO
.
.
aircraft Carrier
. ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPI) —
A veteran pilot whose UFO sightIng was confirmed on radar
screens said the thing was so enormous that his Japan Airlines cargo plane was tiny compared to the
mysterious object.
• Capt. Kenju Terauchi also said
there were two other small unidenlifted objects — smaller than his
.cargo carrier — that did not apPe|Jr on r^dar|
JM
Terauchi, his co-pilot and flight
engineer all told Federal Aviation
Administration investigators they
saw UFO lights.
"They were flying parallel and
then suddenly approached very
close," said Terauchi, 47, who requested and received FAA permission to take whatever evasive action was necessary to avoid the
UFO, which appeared for a time
on FAA and Air Force radar and
on the radar screen in the cockpit
of JAL flight 1628.
Terauchi spoke to UPI Tuesday,
describing the UFO incident of
Nov. 17 that was revealed by the
FAA Monday. Additional FAA
data released Tuesday again confirmed that government radar
picked up the object.

Veteran pilot
Terauchi a pilot for 29 years
said he briefly glimpsed the large
unknown object in silhouette, and
he said, "It was a very big one —
two times bigger than an aircraft
carrier."
Terauchi made a drawing of the
large UFO, looking something like
a giant walnut-shaped object, with
big bulges above and below a wide
flattened brim.
The captain, who is stationed in
Anchorage with his family, was
flying the jumbo jet from Iceland
to Anchorage on a Europe-to-Japan flight when the crew had its
unexplained encounter in clear
weather over Alaska.
Terauchi said ihe three unidentified objects followed his jet for
400 miles.
"It was unbelievable," he said,
acknowledging that some of his
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colleagues have doubts about what
he and his colleagues saw.

• "thing of extraterrestrial origin of a
- far more advanced technology.

'Normal' crew

• Stunned by speed

; • FAA investigators who 'questioned the crew in Anchorage concluded they were "normal, professional, rational, (and had) no drug
alcohol involvement," the re• port by FAA security manager
;Jlm Den-y said. Crew cockpit experlence totals more than 46
years, the pilot said.
• Terauchi said the crew was not
• .frightened but wanted to avoid
' whatever was all lit up in their
- night path: "We want to escape
from this."
That's why they went along
with FAA directives to drop 4,000
feet and make turns — including a
complete 360-degree turn, but Terauchi said, "They were still following us."
He said the evasive maneuvers
were of no avail and the lights
stayed close — once appearing in
front of the cockpit. Radar showed
. -one close object.
Terauchi said he could not explain the mysterious events that
have been partly confirmed by the
FAA and the Air Force, except to
speculate that he witnessed some-

" He expressed amazement that
the objects moved so quickly and
stopped suddenly.
Terauchi referred to the objects
as "the two small ships and the
mother ship.*'
Speaking In English but occasionally seeking assistance from a
translator, Terauchi drew maps.
pictures and supplied technical
annotation to describe the events
; Asked why he thought UFOs
-"would tail his chartered cargo
plane, Terauchi laughed and )ok.ifigly replied, "We were carrying
Beaujolais, a very famous wine
made In France. Maybe they want
to drink it."
• Asked if he were nervous, Ter:Jauchl replied, "No, I am the cap,taln. I cannot be nervous."
\' FAA flight control reports indifcate
the object stayed with JAL
-Flight 1628 for at least 32 minutes.
Terauchi said he thought It was
longer.
The flight controller directing
the JAL plane reported the object
on Jris radar as close as flve
'-to the jet.

UFO mystery has been missed
fThe- -UFOs are back, and we've something unusual. The UFO theme
b£eri wondering where they were.
became popular on television and in
;A "Japan Air Lines cargo plane's movies.
cfietf "reports it saw mysterious
Formal investigations failed to
flashing white and yellow lights on a prove anything, and also failed to
November flight across the Arctic discourage the true believers. In reCircle. A U.S. Air Force radar sta- cent years, claims about sightings
li'On even picked up a return from an diminished,
object :a few miles away from the
UFOs represent the unknown.
JAL crafl. The object was large, and They present the possibility that
its-lights didn't fit any known pat- somewhere out there there is a supetern. .
'.' rior race of beings who will solve all
'Remember when the UFOs were our problems, even if they do so by
sighted frequently? The sightings eliminating all of us. The JAL sightusually came in bunches, and many ing restores a bit of mystery to all
peopje were positive they had seen our lives.
Page IU, Section 3
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